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COMMENCEMENT PLANS NEAR COMPLETION AS COLLEGE AWAITS ALUMNI INVASION

FORTY-EIGHT MEN GRADUATE IN JUNE

Elaborate Plans Made for Gala Welcoming of Alumni

Presidentританр кроткіх вами часів, коли він шанував свої обов’язки з дуже великою роботою.

A Kenyon Night at Commencement Time

Classes Ending in 4 and 9 Expect Large Aggregation

Chairman Mell Predicts Brilliant Class Night Display

If your class year ends with the number 4 or 9 most of your classmates will be in the Hill this commencement, according to Dr. C. W. Mell, 21, in charge of class plans. He said that preparations for the coming class night were well under way. In addition to the regular plans for the evening there are in preparation for all classes bearings these lucky num-

The President's Invitation

To the Class of 1910 and 94

When you add them up, there have been many changes in Kenyon in the past few years, a condition contrary to college science what has occurred in the lifetime of the faculty, the student body, the daily life of the place. We have been through a considerable period.

We all feel first of all that improvement in leadership because it means change, and any change is a worry. Are the old purposes and aims the same? Are the students and teachers and college board the same? We hope you come back to Commencement and see. In college and school circles throughout the country, there have been people who Kenyon men have thought all along—Kenyon is an interesting and vital college of higher education. We've put many things to its benefit and of today and of the modern opportunities which be

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

J. WENCE ELECTED TO HEAD ASSEMBLY

Prove to be Closest in Years

T. J. Wence was elected to the Presidency of the Student Assembly in what was probably one of the closest elections in the history of the Assembly. The election was notable in so much as the election of the president with 30 students running over opposed, Carroll Frewer and Bill Marston by a very slight majority. The election was held later on April 21. The election was held at the College. The College was the end of the race and of the presidential race.

John S. P. Tatlock

Collegian To Be Alumni Organ

Four Issues Yearly Will Go To All Kenyon

This is the second of the annual issues—four more will be published. Due to the widespread approval which the first was given it is to be continued as a permanent feature. The idea already proved itself to be a success because Kenyon men have come

The撵新破新 publicity

A KENYON NIGHT AT COMMENCEMENT TIME

Ed. Good '84 Runs For Student Body Leader

The position of Student Body leader is one of the most important in the college. Mr. Good has been a student leader for many years and has proved his ability to handle difficult situations. His campaign slogan is "Student Rights First." He stresses the need for better representation and more concern for student welfare. Mr. Good has the support of many alumni and is expected to win.
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ED. GOOD '84 SPONSORED

NATION TO UNITE CLASS

Contacts Florida Classmate

To Win Peerce Cup

Edward Good '84 knows where to go. He is a Kenyon man who has gone on to do those things which make him a valuable citizen of his community. His work at the college has been characterized by hard work and dedication. He is a leader in his class and
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WHY YES, PANGO

It is difficult to think clearly when one is deep in the reactions of aHang Over. I am afraid I am not very lucid today, and I feel the effects of too much beer. I am not feeling very well, so I will not go to bed, but I will try to write a little bit.

I have just had a letter from my friend, Mr. Jones, who is a famous writer. He has just published a new book, and I am very interested in it. I am sure it will be a great success.

I am also very busy with my work. I have a lot of things to do, and I am not sure I will be able to complete all my tasks. I am feeling a little bit anxious, but I am trying to stay calm.

I hope you are doing well. Please write me soon.

Yours sincerely,

Theodore William R

SPECIAL OFFER

All new Alumni subscriptions received before June 15 will receive the big Commencement Issue free!

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO

"THE KENYON COLLEGIAN"

FOR 1939-40

Send your payment of $2.00 to "KENYON COLLEGIAN," CAMBER, OHIO, and be sure to receive the early fall issues.
The Johns must have really outclassed the team of G&C on Tuesday. Those trophies are directly to their credit. Bob has done his stuff, but that victory will be largely his, for he must have been largely responsible for the outcome of the game. The Johns were in a position to take any credit away from Bob, certainly it was his that this running would do the job.

Last week end Kenyon (that small school where they don’t get in for any scholarship) ran against Michigan Tech. There the Johns got up in another able and close game. It’s baseball. There must be several players out in that making it their goal—many of them having had the experience of baseball.
What Kenyon Alumni Are Doing

Classes 1929 to 1938

1929
William S. Adams at a portrait in the law firm of Marsh & Wood in Chicago, where he is a member of the firm's law society with his law partner, is a member of the Chicago Bar Association, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Robert B. Henry at a portrait in the law firm of Henry, Marshall, and Henry, 450 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Henry is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Joseph B. Miller at a portrait in the law firm of Miller, Miller, and Miller, 220 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Miller is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Leonard S. Dreyfus is at work in his law office at 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Dreyfus is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Lester M. Furbush at a portrait in the law firm of Furbush, Furbush, and Furbush, 220 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Furbush is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Ernest L. Walmsley is employed at a portrait in the law firm of Walmsley & Walmsley, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Walmsley is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

James W. Baker at a portrait in the law firm of Baker & Baker, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Baker is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Robert S. Ford at a portrait in the law firm of Ford, Ford, and Ford, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Ford is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Harry L. Johnsen at a portrait in the law firm of Johnsen, Johnsen, and Johnsen, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Johnsen is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Walter E. Terrell at a portrait in the law firm of Terrell & Terrell, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Terrell is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

John D. Hargrave at a portrait in the law firm of Hargrave & Hargrave, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Hargrave is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Robert W. Holley at a portrait in the law firm of Holley & Holley, 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Holley is a partner in the firm, and is a graduate of the University of Chicago. His address is 1125 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

ALUMNI WANDER ROLL

The Alumni Directory and the 101st reunion can be mailed to you if you will please address the Alumni Association of Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio. The directory is available for a nominal fee.

HILL TOP
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